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“The Ronco Bible” 
by 

Mitch Teemley 
 

What A sales pitch for a new version of the Bible that promises to give you exactly 
what you want. Themes: Scripture, Truth, Promises, God’s Word, Belief 

 
Who Announcer (Announ) 

Lou 
Others 

  

 
When Present 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

Bible 
Cheesy salesman suit 

 
Why 2 Timothy 3:16, Luke 11:28, Deuteronomy 4:5 
 
How Play up the cheese factor on this one. This is a sarcastic piece, so go for the 

humor.  
 
Time Approximately 2 minutes 
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Announcer enters and addresses the audience.  

Announ:  The amazing (heavy reverb) Roncoe Bible! And now, here’s Lou Schiffer, 
president of the Roncoe Bible Corporation, to tell you about an amazing 
offer.  

Lou:  Thanks, Dave. Hello, I’m Lou Schiffer, president of the Roncoe Bible 
Corporation, here to tell you about an amazing offer. Say, do you know 
what the world’s most important subject is? You! That’s right. You! 
According to the Bible, God thinks you’re so cute he can’t take his eyes 
off you.  

Announ:  All quotations from The New Dubious Translation.  

Lou:  That’s right. And did you know that God wants to give you love, joy, 
peace, money, and power over all your friends?  

Announ:  Additional words added for emphasis.  

Lou:  That’s right. That’s why we’ve developed the all new:  

Announ:  Roncoe Bible! 

Lou:  That’s right, Dave. Now, finally, thanks to a revolutionary development 
here at our Roncoe Bible Laboratories, we’re able to bring you the 
world’s first truly personal Bible. Now, for the first time, your daily bread 
is ‘‘a piece of cake.’’ (Chuckles) Here’s how it works. First, open your 
Roncoe Bible to a favorite passage. For example:  

To read the rest of this script and perform it, download the full version at 
SkitGuys.com! 

 

ENDING: 

Announ: ‘‘It is appointed unto man once to die, but after that------‘‘ 

Others:  Party time! Woo-hoo!  

Lou:  Well, there you are. No more bothersome conviction. No more 
embarrassing rebukes. Can’t quit or just plain don’t wanna? Hey, make it 
a virtue! Yes, it’s all there in your patented Roncoe Bible. Or at least soon 
will be, huh? (Chuckle) 

Announ:  The Roncoe Bible is available at less discerning book stores everywhere.  

Lou:  That’s right. But make sure you ask for it by name, because no other 
version is guaranteed to get you where you wanna go…or where you’re 
going, at any rate. So make sure you ask for the patented:  
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Announ:  Roncoe Bible! And now, back to our movie, Night of the Living Dead.  

Lights out. The end. 
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